Minor groove functional groups are critical for the B-form conformation of duplex DNA.
Two analogue bases are described: 3-deazaadenine is a derivative of adenine from which N3 has been deleted and 3-methyl-2-pyridone is a C-nucleoside that mimics thymine but lacks the O2 carbonyl. The dc(3)A-dm(3)2P base pair is similar to dA-dT but eliminates the polar functional groups in the minor groove. The presence of this base pair in dA-dT rich sequences results in destabilized duplexes or conformational preferences for monomolecular hairpins rather than bimolecular duplexes. When present in dG-dC rich sequences, no significant differences in helix stability are observed. These differences are explained on the basis of hydration effects, most notably, the elimination of the minor groove spine of hydration normally present in dA-dT rich sequences. CD spectra suggest that sequences with a fully modified core (four analogue base pairs) are more A-like helices than B-like helices. Sequences containing two analogue base pairs can be transformed to A-like helices under conditions of high salt, or 65% trifluoroethanol. These conformational changes are also explained in terms of a loss of hydration in the minor groove that normally stabilizes the B-form conformation. In the absence of such hydration, the helices are conformationally mobile and adopt a more A-like helix form.